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Absolute Continuity for a 1-Dimensional Model of the
Stark-Hamiltonian

by P. A. Rejto1) and Kalyan Sinha2)

Departement de Physique Théorique, 32, Bd. d'Yvoy, CH-1211 Genève-4, Suisse

(11. XI. 1975)

Abstract. Absolute continuity of a generalized Stark-like Hamiltonian in presence of short-
range potential is proved.

1. Introduction

In this paper, we study an idealized model of the Stark effect. Firstly, we consider
a one-dimensional version and secondly, we replace the singular coulomb potential by
a shortrange, viz. Li-potential. On the other hand, we replace pure Stark potential,
i.e. the potential due to an uniform field by more general Stark-like potential, which is
described in detail in Section 2.

The following questions arise naturally. Is the spectrum of the Hamiltonian
absolutely continuous? Does the probability of finding a particle in finite space region
at time t decay to zero as time increases to infinity? [1] Also, does the particle spend
finite time in a finite space region Here we answer in the affirmative the first question.
The second one is dealt with elsewhere [2] and the third will be answered in a future
communication.

Physically, it is well-known [3] that the Stark potential adjoins a barrier of finite
height and large width to the short-range potential. Therefore, a quantum mechanical
particle can tunnel through the barrier. Another way of describing the same
phenomenon is to say that the system will undergo ionization when the Stark field is switched
on. Hence the motion of the particle is expected to be infinite or equivalently the
spectrum of the Hamiltonian is expected to be continuous.

In order to prove absolute continuity, we use a method described in [4] and
applied in [5] to another situation. In Section 3, we state the properties which imply
the absolute continuity of a self-adjoint operator. In particular, we introduce the
abstract notion of an approximating family of operators that approximate a given
operator. In Section 4, we construct a candidate for the approximating family for
Stark-like potentials, using the JWKB-approximation method [3]. For this, we
subdivide the real line into three parts. To every given interval J in energy we associate
an interval Im in space, called turning interval, in the interior of which lie all the
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turning points. We start with a JWKB-approximate solution, in the region to the left
of Im and continue it through the turning interval to the right of Im. This along with
another one starting from the right of Im gives us a pair of approximate solutions of
Schrödinger equation.

In Sections 5 and 6, we verify that indeed the construction in Section 4 provides
us with an approximating family. In Sections 7 and 8, we verify additional Conditions
Ai(J) and A2(A) to arrive at the conclusion in Section 9.

2. Formulation of the Result

We give the formulation of a condition, similar to the one due to Walter [6].
This condition differs from those of Walters, Titchmarsh [7] and Neumark [8] on two
counts. Firstly, the basic interval is — oo, co) instead of (0, oo) and secondly we have
added a shortrange part. Also, since p2( + oo) A />2( —°°)> the method of splitting p2
into two parts, one shortrange and the other with no turning points, as given in [9]
does not work.

Condition B. The potential p is a twice continuously differentiable real function
defined on — co, co) such that

lim p(£) =p(±cc) +co (2.1)
£->±co

and

d£
1„ mv»""- i22)

Furthermore, there is a positive number £ large enough such that the potential

lp"i£)
4p(£)r<J,m T6\-p(J)) ~7^ (2-3)

satisfies the estimate

/±7ir(pm ra17"2 < °°' (2'4)

A potential satisfying this condition is called Stark-like potential. We call a

potential short-range if
peLx(R)nL2Aoc(R). (2.5)

We also state a set of simplifying conditions on the potential under which some
of the conclusions follow relatively easily.

Condition S. A potential p is Stark-like if it satisfies (2.1), (2.2) and if for some
positive |

J.7(Ä"*<o0- "^u <2-6)

A potential p is short-range if
PeLx(R)nL2(R). (2.7)
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Next we assume that the potential p admits a decomposition

P=Pi+P2 (2.8)

where p2 is Stark-like andy?! is short-range, satisfying either Condition B or Condition
S.

Then we set

D(L( f/eL2(R)//'and/' are locally absolutely!
\continuous in R and —f" + pfe L2(R) /

and define the operator L(p) mapping D(L(p)) into L2(R) by

L(p)f(£) -f"(£) + p(£)f(£). (2.10)

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that the potential function p satisfies assumption (2.8) with
Condition B and define operator L(p) by relations (2.9) and (2.10). Suppose further
that this operator is essentially self-adjoint on D(L(p)) n C(R). Then this operator
is absolutely continuous, that is to say,

L(p) (L(p)\.c.. (2.11)

Theorem 2.2. Suppose that the potential function satisfies assumption (2.8) with
Condition S and define L(p) as before. Then this operator is absolutely continuous.

We prove these two theorems from an abstract theorem, stated in Section 3,

proved elsewhere [9]. Under the set of simplifying assumptions, self-adjointness of
L(p) is proved in Section 8. For the general case, if short-range part is zero, then our
essential self-adjointness assumption is implied by assumption (2.2) [10].

It is easy to see that one-dimensional Stark potential, given as p2(£) —eE£
satisfies Condition S, which in fact implies also Condition B.

3. An Abstract Criterion for Absolute Continuity

Let A be a given self-adjoint operator acting on a given abstract Hilbert space AA.

We start with a lemma which gives a simple sufficient condition for a part of A to be
absolutely continuous. To formulate it we need some notations. To a given interval of
reals, A, and angle a, we assign two open regions of the complex plane by setting

®±(J) {h- \ Repe A°,0 < ± axgp < a} (3.1)

where A° denotes the interior of the interval A. As usual, we denote by 37i(AA) the space
of everywhere defined bounded operators on AA. For a possibly unbounded operator
T and for p in p(P), the resolvent set of T, we set

R(fj,, T) (pi - T)-1 e @(AA). (3.2)

Lemma 3.1. Suppose that to A and to the given compact interval J there is a
dense subset S such that for each pair of vectors (/, g) in S x S

sup \(R(p, A)f g) - (R(p, A)f g)\ < oo. (3.3)
u-em ± w

Then A(A), the part of A over A, is absolutely continuous.

It was observed elsewhere [11] that this lemma is an elementary consequence of the
resolvent loop-integral formula.
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For a class of Schrödinger operators it is possible to factorize the resolvent in a
manner which allows one to establish the rather general assumptions of Lemma 3.1.
To describe such factorizations we make a digression on forms. Accordingly let ^
be an abstract Banach space and F a functional on 'S x T7 which is linear in the first
argument and conjugate linear in the second argument, in short a sesquilinear form.
In analogy to the notion of the norm of an operator we define the norm of the form
[F]hy

\\[F]\\= sup &£$ (3.4)
f*0.g*0 \\f\\»\\gy

and denote by F(fS) the space of forms for which this norm is finite. Next let A be a
bounded operator on 17. We define the product [F]A to be the form determined by

lF]A(fig)=(F](Afig). (3.5)

Then clearly

\\[F]A\\ < \\[F]\\ M||. (3.6)

So far the Banach space 9 was independent of our Hilbert space JA. Now we impose
our first requirement, namely that both 17 and AA can be embedded in a metric space
Jc in such a manner

S? n AA is dense in AA and in Ö?. (3.7)

Clearly an operator T in AA defines a form on D(T) n & x D(T) n ^; namely the
form

[Th(f, g) [T]Af, g) (Tf, g). (3.8)

If
D(T) n & is dense in ^, (3.9)

and the closure of this form is in PPS) we denote it by the same symbol T<$. In this case
we say that the operator T determines a form in F(&). Note that in view of assumption
(3.7) assumption (3.9) holds for each Tin &(J*A). If in addition to assumption (3.9)

T(D(T) n g?) <= g?, (3.10)

and the closure of this operator is in SSpS) we denote it by T&. In this case we say that
the operator T determines an operator in 8B(f0r).

These definitions allow us to state our key definition.

Definition 3.1. (A). The family of operators A0(p) is an approximating family to
the given operator A over the given interval J if there are open regions 7%±LA) of the
form (3.1) such that for each p in ^±LA),

pep(Ao(p)), i.e. R(p,Ao(p))eâg(Jr>- (3.11)

Furthermore there is a space & satisfying assumption (3.7) such that with reference to
it the two conditions that follow hold :

Condition GX(A). For each p in ^±(A) the approximate resolvent operator,
R(p, A0(p)) determines a sesquilinear form in FifS) for which

sup \\R(p, Ao(p))]v\ <oo. (3.12)
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Condition G2(J). For each p in 8%±(-$) the operator determines an operator in
&(9), i.e.

ro*), ((A - A0(p,))R(p, A0(p))h £ m?). (3.13)

These operators depend norm-continuously on p and admit continuous extensions on
to the closures STtJA)-

An example of Pavlov and Petras [12] concerning Holder gentle perturbations
implies that the existence of a family of approximating operators alone is not a sufficient

condition for absolute continuity. Therefore, in analogy with such perturbations
[11], [13], we introduce two additional conditions.

Condition AX(A). For each w in A each of the two limit operators (I — T±(°A)a
admit inverses in

Condition A2(J). For each /* in the open region âi±(-^) the original resolvent
R (p; A) determines a sesquilinear form in F(&). This sesquilinear form is such that

[R(p, A)h [R(P, A0(p))UI - T(p))§ \ (3.14)

It is not difficult to show that these two additional conditions together with the
existence of a family of approximating operators are sufficient for absolute
continuity, In fact, the following theorem was proved in the report [9].

Theorem 3.1. Let A be a given self-adjoint operator and let A be a given compact
interval. Suppose that A admits a family of approximating operators over J, in the
sense of Definition 3.1. Suppose further that Conditions AX%2(J) hold. Then A(J) is
absolutely continuous.

4. Construction of JWKB Approximate Potentials

Application of JWKB approximation method in quantum mechanics goes back
to the early days [14]. In most of its applications it is used to construct an approximate
eigenfunction (proper or improper). These approximate eigenfunctions, in turn, have
been used to compute transmission and reflection coefficients, currents [3] and
various other quantities of interest [15]. JWKB approximation method is basically a
semi-classical approximation in which the leading term in the asymptotic expansion
of the solution of the Schrödinger equation, in the limit of Planck's constant h

tending to zero, is kept. Details of this can be found in Ref. [16].
It is well-known that JWKB approximation is valid in regions away from the

turning point for every given value of energy w, where a turning point is defined as the
solution of the equation p2(£) a>. Since we shall be interested in an interval of energy
J instead of a given value of energy w, we shall need an interval Im, called turning
interval, such that

distance (J, y?2(R - /m)) # 0. (4.1)

That such an interval can be constructed follows easily from the continuity of p2
and property (2.1). We also designate the boundary points of Im as a and b respectively
and they are chosen such that

p2(£) - co > 0 for all £< a, w e J (4.2)
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p2(£) - w < 0 for all £ > b, e» e J. (4.3)

Thus ym is the compact interval [a, b] and JWKB approximation is valid only in
R - Im. In the interval Im, we have a lot of freedom to choose the approximate
solution. As the simplest possibility, we choose here the linear approximation in the
turning interval Im. In the following we denote by /' and P the semi-infinite regions
(—oo, a) and (b, oo) respectively so that

R /'uru p
With the aid of the above construction, we define the JWKB approximate potential
q(p) by

q(p-)(£)
__(P2(£) + r(p2-p)(£), £$P

V, £el"
(4.4)

where p e â?±(-^)- This is motivated by the JWKB approximation method to obtain
approximate solutions of the equation

f"(£) + (p-~ P2(£))f(£) 0. (4.5)

Let -y/z denote the branch of the square-root function defined by the property

ReVz>0, forz£(-oo, 0].

With the aid of this function we define

w*(p)(£) ±Vp2(£) ~p - \- ffi° > £*P

and write

exp M w + (p)(<j)do\,

k'(p)(£) W(p) + ß'(p)£,

y+(p) exp/j w + (p)(cr) do\ + y-(p) exp( J w~(p)(a) do\,

(4.6)

(4.7)

£eP

£elm

£elr
(4.8)

8 + (p)exp(j w + (p)(a)da\ +8-(p)exp(j W-(p)(a)da\,

k'(p7)(£) L(p) + ß7(p)£,

exp/J W-(p)(a)da\,

£eP

£elm

£eP.

(4.9)

The constants appearing in (4.8) and (4.9) are chosen such as to make k'(p), k'(p)'
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and kr(p), kr(p)' continuous everywhere. This leads to

a'(p) 1 - aw+(p)(a), ß'QA w+(p)(a)

y+0*)

y~0*)

w+(p)(a) - w-(p)(b) -(b- a)w + (p)(a)w-(p)(b)
w + (p)(b) - w-(p)(b)

w+(p)(a) - w + (p)(b) -(b- a)w+(p)(a)w+(p)(b)

}

w-(p)(b) - W+(p)(b)

«V) 1 - bw-(p)(b), ß'(p) w-(p)(b)

8+(p)

8-0*)

w-(p-)(b) - w-(p-)(a) + (b- a)w-(p)(a)w-(fA(b)
w+(p)(a) - w-(p)(a)

w + (p)(a) - w-(p)(b) -(b- a)w+(p)(a)w-(p)(b)
w+(p-)(a) - w-(p)(a)

395

(4.10),

(4.10)r

An elementary algebra together with the above choice of constants imply that
both functions kl(p), kr(p) satisfy the differential equation

k(p)"(£) + (p- q(iA(£))k(p)(£) 0. (4.11)

We shall make essential use of this fact in subsequent sections. There we shall
show that the family of approximating operators defined by A0(jjl) L(q(p)) satisfies
the assumptions of the abstract Theorem 3.1.

5. A Lemma on Approximating Potentials

Let p(p) be a given family of potentials and let J be a given interval. Recall that
definition (2.10) assigns to each of them the operator L(p(p)). In this section we
formulate conditions which ensure that this family of operators approximates the
operator L(p) over the interval A.

Condition 1(A). The family of potentials p(p) is such that the operator L(p(p))
satisfies assumption (3.11). Furthermore for each point eo of J each of the two limit
functions exists,

lim y7(o> ± ie)(£) p±(co)(£),
e-, + 0

and this convergence is uniform in eo in J and £ in any compact subset of R.

(5.1)

Condition 11(A). There is a strictly positive function s and there are regions ^±(J^)
of the form (3.1) such that for each p in these regions resolvent kernel of the operator
L(p(p)) satisfies the estimate

\R(p,L(p(p)))(£,rj)\ ^ 0(l)s(£)s(v), (5.2)

where the constant 0(1) is uniformly bounded for p in 01JA)- With reference to this
function, these potentials satisfy the estimate

/: sup \p(£)-p(p-)(£)\s2(£)d£<oo. (5.3)
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Furthermore for each point co of A each of the two limit kernels exists,

lim R(eo ± ie, L(p(co ± k)))(£, v) R±(co, L(p(eo)))(£, v) (5.4)

and this convergence is uniform in eo in A and (£, -q) in any compact subset of R x R.

In the following lemma we use these conditions to formulate conditions ensuring
that L(p(p)) approximates L(p). Recall that in Definition 3.1 this approximation
property was stated with reference to a given space 'S. In the following we define such
a space by defining a norm on the space of measurable functions.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose that to the given potential p there is a family of potentials
p(p) satisfying Conditions 1(A) and 11(A). For each real function x such that

J°° s2(£)exp(-x(£) J" s2(a)da\ d£ < oo, (5.5)

define

• i«i

*ie«±(JO \ •'O
n(£)= sup \p(£) - p(p)(£)\ + exp(-x(£) s2(<r)do) (5.6)

neSl^CS) \ Jo

and

/l\l/2w.-It) 4,- (5-7)

Suppose further, that with reference to such a norm the operator

(L(p) - L(p(p)))R(p, L(p(p))) (5.8)

satisfies assumptions (3.9) and (3.10). Then over the interval J, with reference to this
norm, the family of operators L(p(p)) approximates L(p).

Proof. It suffices to verify Conditions GX(J) and G2(J) under the hypotheses
listed above.

Condition Gi(J). (3.11) tells us that R(p, L(p(p))) e ää(3>A). From the definition
(5.6) of S? it follows that

37A n<$ {f\fe AA and M(nll2)fe tAA).

Therefore,

(R(p,L(p(p7)))f,g) (M(n1'2)R(p,L(p(p)))M(n1'2)M(llny'2f M(l/ri)ll2g)
onJfn^x/nf.

If it is also true that M(nll2)R(p, L(p(p)))M(n112) e 0t(J>A), then applying Schwarz
inequality, we obtain

\(R(p, L(p(p)))f g)\ < WMin^Rfa, L(p(p)))M(nll2)\\M\fh\\gh,
which in its turn implies that

sup \\[R(p,L(p(p7)))h\\ < sup UM^^^^Ltj-O*)))^»1'2)!^.
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Hence GX(J) is implied by

sup \\M(n1'2)R(p,L(p(p7)))M(n1'2)\U< oo. (5.9)

To prove this estimate, set

X(p) M(n1'2)R(p, L(p(p)))M(n1i2). (5.10)

Then the closure of this operator, which we denote by the same symbol, is an
integral operator and its kernel is given by

X(P)(£, V) - n1'2(£)R(p, L(p(p)))(£, ^n1'2^). (5.11)

Inserting (5.2) in (5.11) we obtain

IXVM, v) | < 0(l)nm(£)s(£) ¦ n^-qM-q). (5.12)

It is worthwhile to note that though the operator X(u) is not, in general, even
normal, its kernel however is majorized by the kernel of a symmetric operator (in
fact, rank one as we shall see below). Now,

jj |xO*)(i,l) 2d£dv < 0(1) (J" n(£)s2(£) d£j.
RxR

By virtue of definition (5.6) and relations (5.3), (5.5); the integral on the right is easily
seen to be finite. Since the constant 0(1) is uniformly bounded in p for p in &±(A) and
since the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of an operator majorizes its operator norm, we have
established (5.9) or equivalently verified GX(J).

From the definition (5.7) of 'S it is clear that M(l/n)112 defines an isometry mapping
0 onto JA and similarly M(n112) defines an isometry mapping ^f onto 'S. Denoting
these isometries by the same symbol,

M l\l/2
JA, M(nlì2)AA (5.13)

and M(ljri)112 and M(n112) axe unitary transformations, being inverses to each other.
We set

T(p) (L(p) - L(p(p)))R(p,L(p(p))). (5.14)

Then 7*00 satisfies, by assumption, domain conditions (3.9). We claim that if the
closure of the operator M(l/nyi2T(p)M(n112) is in B(H), then T(p) satisfies (3.10) and
defines an operator T(p)9 in 'S and is in SS(7§). This is seen as follows:

For all/e D(T(p)) n <S, which is dense in <S

\TW\m ,1\l/2 /l\l/2
M(i) T(p)M(n1'2)M^) f/1\l/2 /l\l/2

(») 'V "(») mM(nll2)

Therefore, T(p) maps D(T(p)) n 'S into 'S verifying (3.10) and also establishing

\\T(p)U < M[
/IX1'2 II

\"i II JC

Hence in order to verify the first half of G2(J) it suffices to establish

/l\l/2
m(±) T(p)M(n^2)sup < CO. (5.15)
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Denoting by

Y(p) M(^ll2T(p)M(n1'2), (5.16)

we see that Y(p) is an integral operator given by its kernel

Y(p)(£, v) („jjf))ll2iPi& - p(p)(£))P(p,P(rì)(£, v)- (5.17)

Definition (5.6) clearly implies that

-zj^ipiO - p(p)(£))\ <n(£y<2,

hence

|F0*)(f^)| <\X(j7)(£,v)\ (5.18)

and therefore the previous estimate on X(p) enables us to reach the required conclusion.

As for the second half of G2(J), we need to observe first that the kernel Y(p)(£, r?)

is a continuous function of p in &%±(A) and that

| Y(p)(£, v)\ ^ OW^MO-n1'2^^) (5.19)

which is L2(R x R) as observed before. By Lebesque dominated convergence, Y(p)
depend continuously in Hilbert-Schmidt and therefore, also in operator-norm on p
for p in âë±(J) and the same conclusion follows for T(p)&.

Properties (5.1), (5.4) and definition (5.16) implies

lim lim I Y(pf)(£, rj) - Y(p2)(£, v)\ 0 (5.20)
Ul-,0) U2-,0)

and this limit is uniform in eo in A and (£, -q) in any compact subset of R x R.
This along with the fact that Y(p)(£, -q) is uniformly majorized by a function in

L2(R x R) as in (5.19) helps us conclude that

lim lim ||y0*i) - ^0*2) II 0, (5.21)

uniformly in coin A. This implies that T(p)s admits norm-continuous extensions onto
the closures of M±(A).

6. The Family of Operators L(q(p))

In this section we want to verify all the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1 so that the
conclusion of Lemma 5.1 enables us to conclude that L(q(p)) constitutes an approximating

family of the given operator L(p).
In this direction, we want to show that the basic part of Weyl construction can be

carried out to obtain the resolvent kernel of L(q(A)), though the operator L(q(p)) is
not even symmetric. In fact we have already seen in Section 4 that functions k'(p)
and kr(p) satisfy the equation (4.11). Also by construction,

kl(p)eL2(-oo, -1) and kr(p) eL2(l, oo). (6.1)

That their Wronskian is non-zero is shown in
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Lemma 6.1. To every given compact interval J, there exists a region &±(A) such
that for every complex p in the closures of 0t±(J), the Wronskian

W(k\p), k'(p)) A 0. (6.2)

Proof. An inspection of solutions kl(p) and kr(p) convinces us that it is easiest
to compute the Wronskian in the turning interval Im. Doing that, the Wronskian
turns out to be

WW), k*(p)) w+(p)(a) - w-(p)(b) -(b- a)w+(p)(a)W-(p)(b). (6.3)

We have seen in (4.2) and (4.3) that

p2(a) - eo > 0 and p2(b) — eo < 0.

Therefore, recalling definition (4.7)

Im w+(eo)(a) 0 and Im w-(co)(b) ^ 0,

from which it follows that

Im =£ Im —-. (6.4)
w + (co)(a) w'(o7)(b)

Then

lm\w+(eo)(a)w-(co)(b)j lm\w-(co)(b) w+(eo)(a)) * °

by virtue of (6.4) and hence the Wronskian is non-zero for all eo e J.
On the other hand the Wronskian is a continuous function of fa, where co

RepeA and therefore by continuity, we can find the angle a in definition (3.1)
small enough so that W remain non-vanishing for all peS&±(J), where &±(A) is
constructed with the angle a so determined. In the sequel, by 0t±(J) we shall mean the
region &±(A) determined in Lemma 6.1, so that (6.2) is valid for all p e Si±(J).

Having established (6.2), following the Weyl construction we define a kernel
K(p)(£, ri) by

vt \tt \ - 1 jk'(rì(£)kr(p)(v), £<V ,y~K(pM, v) - w-?— Fm \mmr(lim è ^ v
(Ö.5)

where ^ e Aê±(J).
First we claim that the corresponding operator, that is the operator defined by

K(p)f(£) J K(p)(£, r,)f(-q) dq, fe L2(R)

is bounded. According to a result of Schur-Holmgren-Carleman [17], this is implied
by the following

Lemma 6.2. Setting

A -qelm
t(ß-)iv) i, -, .-,,, Jm
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one has

(sup —Lg- J \K(p)(£, tj)\t(jifa) dv} • (sup j^-r J" \K(p)(£, v)\t(p)(£) d£} < oo.

(6.6)

Proof. We introduce a non-negative function v(p) by

Re Vp2(a) - pdo, £eP
Ja

v(p)(£) £-a, £el™ (6.7)

Re Vp2(cr) - p da + b - a, £eP.
*> Jb

From the definition of kl(p) and rO), it follows that

l*VX8| < C(p)t(p)(£)exp(v(p)(£)), (6.8)

where

CO) max{\p2(a) - p\A |«'| + \ß'\b, (|y+| + \y~\)\p2(b) - H1'4}- (6-9)

Similarly,

\k'(p7)(r,)\ ^ D(p)t(p)(ri)exp(-v(p)(V)) (6.10)

where

D(p) max{\p2(a) - pA(\8 + \ + \8~\), (|«'| + \p\by-, \p2(b) - H1'**»-}.
(6.11)

Inserting estimates (6.8), (6.10) in definition (6.5) and remembering that W(k\p),
kr(p)) A 0 and that v(A) is a non-decreasing function we obtain that to each non-real
complex number p in 7%±(A) there is a constant 0(1) such that for every (£, rj) in
R x R,

\K(p)(£, V)\ 0(l)t(p)(£)t(p)(v) exp(-\v(p)(£) - v(p)(v)\). (6.12)

Therefore,

1

t(p)(£) \K(M(,v)\t(Mn) 0(l)?O)2(^)exp(-|rO)(a - v(p)(v)\).

By virtue of a Lemma formulated elsewhere [18], one verifies that f2O)0?) 0(l)v(p)'(rj)
and one obtains

0(1) J exp(- \v(p)(£) - v^MIXp)'^) dr,

0(1)[2 - exp(-\v(p)(oo) - v(p)(£)\) - exp(-|t;0)(a - v(p7)(-co)\)]

and this leads to

su,p\iJpW) / |Z(M)(f' ^'^^ dv) < oo.
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Interchanging the variables £ and 77 in the above chain of estimates, we arrive at

t(^/TO(^)IW)^ < 00

and together these two estimates imply (6.6).
Now we state and prove the main theorem of this section which verifies the first

part of definition (3.1).

Theorem 6.1. Let p be a non-real complex number in 3%±(A) and let #0) be the
potential defined by equation (4.4) and L(q(p)) be the operator given by equation
(2.10). Then p is in the resolvent set of L(q(p)), i.e.

pep(L(q(p))). (6.13)

Proof. We have already seen in Lemma 6.2 that the integral operator K(p) is
bounded and defined everywhere. Therefore, to arrive at the conclusion of the
theorem, it suffices to show that the integral operator 7^0) is the inverse of the operator
07 - L(q(p))), i.e.

07 - L(q(p7)))K(p) 1 on 7.2(R) (6.14)

and

7CO)07 - L(q(p))) 1 on D(L(q(p))). (6.15)

From definition (6.5) it follows that for all/e7,2(R),

K(p)f(£) -i (k>(p)(£) Ç k'(p)(V)f(r,) dn + k'(p)(£) J" k'(p)(-q)f(-q) d^.
(6.16)

Since k'(p) and k'(p) axe continuous and square-integrable at -co and +00 respectively,

it is clear that functions k'(p7)-f and kr(p)-f belong to Li( — oo, £) and Lx(£, 00)
respectively. Therefore the two integrals in (6.16) define locally absolutely continuous
functions of £ [10]. Also k'(p) and kr(p) are continuously differentiable as is evident
from (4.10);,. and hence locally absolutely continuous, establishing the result that
K(p)f(£) is locally absolutely continuous. Differentiating (6.16) with respect to £, we
obtain

K(p)f'(£) 1 \k7(p)'(£) f k'(p)(V)f(-q) dr, + kl(p)'(£)f k\p)(-q)f(rj) dr^.

(6.17)

Similarly, observing that k7(p) and k'(p) axe piecewise twice continuously
differentiable by virtue of the differential equation (4.11) that they satisfy and the
fact that q(p) is piecewise continuous, we conclude that K(p)f'(£) is also locally
absolutely continuous.

Now we are in a position to compute

-K(p)f"(£) + q(p)(£)K(p)f(£)

1 [{ - k'(p)"(£) + q(p)(£W(p)(£))f k'(p7)(-q)f(V) dq

+ {-k'(p)"(£) + q(p)(£)k'(p)(£)} j" kr(p.)(-n)f(rj) d-q - Wf(£\

pK(p)f(£)-f(£)eL2(R)
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and conclude that K(p)fe D(L(q(p))) for all/eL2(R) and then (6.14) follows from
the above equation.

In order to obtain the second relation (6.15) it suffices to show that pi — L(q(p))
is one-to-one. Let fe D(L(q(p))) and (pi — L(q(p)))f 0. Then from the definition
of D(L(q(p))), it follows that/(f) satisfies the differential equation (4.11).

Since it is a second order differential equation and we already know that kl(p)
and kr(p) are two linearly independent solutions, there exists two constants Tr and V
such that

f Vk'(p) + Vk'(p).
We have seen in (6.1) that k'(p) eL2(-oo, — 1) and kr(p) eL2(l, co). It has been

shown elsewhere [18] that by virtue of condition (2.2) /c'O) and kr(p) axe not square-
integrable at +oo and -co respectively. Therefore, though feL2(R), both /c'O) and
kr(p) do not belong to L2(R), leading us to conclude that V V 0, i.e.

/=0,
or equivalently we have shown that 07 — L(q(p))) is one-to-one. This completes the
proof of the theorem 6.1.

Relation (5.1) for #0) follows from definition (4.4) of q(p)(£) and the fact that it
is a piecewise continuous function of £ and p. This observation and the conclusion of
Theorem 6.1 verifies Condition 1(A).

In (6.12) observing the fact that ^0) is a non-decreasing function, we obtain

CO)7>0)1*0X^)1 W(k\p),k\p))
\t(p)(£)t(p)(-q), (6.18)

where constants CO) and D(p) axe given in (6.10), (6.12).
Recalling from Section 4 that the construction of the turning interval 7m ensures

that all the constants a, ß, y, 8 etc. appearing in the expression (6.9) and (6.11) are
continuous functions of p and are uniformly bounded for p real in J°. Therefore it
follows that CO) and D(p) are uniformly bounded for p in 3l±(J)-

Now setting,

s(£)= sup t(p)(£) (6.19)

we get the desired relation (5.2).
From the proof of Lemma 6.1 and definition 6.5 it is clear that the Wronskian

lV(k'(p), kr(p)) is a continuous function of p while /c'O) and kr(p) axe continuous
functions of p and their arguments. Insertion of this observation in (6.5) yields (5.4)
and uniform convergence.

As a consequence of conditions (2.1) and the construction of the turning interval
Im, we observe that there exists a constant x such that

s2(£)*ix inf \1/P2(£) - P\A £iln- (6.20)

Since the supremum of a product majorizes the infimum of the first factor times the
supremum of the second, we have that

inf
ce«±(J0

1

P2Ì£) - P

whenever £ $ Im.

112¦
sup \(p-q(p))(£)\< sup ^fJ^SS' (6.21)

n^9t±(J) /ieâr±(.JO |/Mï) — A*I
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Since px is a shortrange potential, we observe that

f" \Pii£)\s\£) d£ < oo, f \px(£)\s2(£)d£<œ. (6.22)
J - oo Jb

Similarly, definition (4.4) and property (2.4) along with the fact that in neighbourhoods

of ±00, \p2(£)l(P2(£) — p)\ is close to 1 show that
i* a

sup \(p2 - q(p))(£)\
d£

< oo
fa) *w/w- \P2(£) - P)112 (6.23)

and

d£{* 00

sup \(p2 - q(p))(£)\
Jb **9t±lS) P2(£) - P\m

< CO.

On the other hand in the turning interval [a, b], s(£) 1 and since p2 and q(p) axe
continuous functions,

f sup \p2(£) - q(p)(£)\s2(£) d£ < oo. (6.24)
•>b uem±(S)

This combining with (6.22) and (6.23) yields (5.3), completing the verification of
Condition II(./).

Now we are left with the task of verifying assumptions (3.9) and (3.10). First we
note that under the simplifying assumption Condition S, 7*0) is a bounded (in fact
Hilbert-Schmidt) operator in AA and therefore (3.9) follows.

To prove (3.9) under Condition B, we choose a function x so that in addition to
relation (5.5)

lim x(£) 0. (6.25)
l?l-o°

That such an x can be found is seen as follows. Since

C s2(£) exp(- f s2(cr) do\ d£ <D < oo,

we can find positive numbers £n (n 1, 2, 3,...) so that

J" d£s2(£) exp(-i £ *2(o-) do} i 0). (6.26)

Clearly £n tends to +oo as n increases. Now, define

x(£) Yn> (6-27)

for £n_i < £ < £n, with £0 0 and x(-£) x(£).
Then it is easy to see that x(£) thus constructed satisfy both (5.5) and (6.25).
Next for every non-real p e £%±(J) it suffices to exhibit a set S(p) such that

S(p) is a dense subset of ^ (6.28)

and

50) <= 7X7-0)). (6-29)
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To this end, define

NÌP) - |/|/e C(R), J" k"QA)(-n)nll!i(-q)f(v) dr, o} (6.30)

where C(R) denotes the space of continuous functions with bounded support. Then
set

S(p) M(nll2)N(p). (6.31)

Noting from (5.6) that n112 e L2,ioo(R) and from (5.13) that M(nV2)AA S, we
conclude that

S(p) czjAn'S. (6.32)

By virtue of (5.13) the denseness of jVO) in JA implies the denseness of 50) in 'S.

For this, define

NKp) j/e C(R)| J" Ä:'O)OK'W0/) dr, ol (6.33)

From the properties of the function x it is not difficult to see that /c'O)«1'2 $ JA.

Therefore the linear functional in (6.33) is unbounded on the domain C(R) and from
[22], we conclude that its null-space TY'O) is dense in J'A. Next, on this set N'(p), define
the functional ef, by

<Kf) f *rO)0?)«1/20?)/0?) dq, fe N'(p). (6.34)

Then clearly N(p) is the nullspace of this functional $. Another application of the
same argument as above yields that N(p) is dense in N'(p). Since the topology involved
is always the same, that is the topology of 7.2(R), N(p) is also dense in AA. To prove
(6.29), we recall formula (6.5). This shows that

7<0,£(40)))SO)cC(R).

It is also clear from Condition B and definition (4.4) that

P -?0)e-^2.ioo(R).
These two together imply (6.29).

7. Proof of Condition AX(J)

It is clear from the last section that Y(p) is compact in JA and so is 7*0)^ in 'S.

It is also true then that the two limit operators T±(co)& axe also compact. Therefore,
(7 — T±(co))& is invertible if it is one-to-one [19]. This one-to-one property follows
from

Lemma 7.1. Let eo in J be an exceptional point and h in'S he the corresponding
exceptional vector, or equivalently

(7 - r+0))^A 0 or (7 - TA<")hh 0. (7.1)±

Then

« 0. (7.2)
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In order to prove Lemma 7.1 we use the following abstract result, the proof of
which is given elsewhere [9]. Before giving the statement, we give the

Condition G3(J). The family of approximating operators can be extended to the
closures 7%±(J) so that

(A - AodPfy (A- A0(p)), (7.3)

in particular

(A- A0(Re)y (A - A0(Re p)).

The family of operators

F(p) (A- A0(Re p))R(p, ^O)) (7-4)

satisfies assumptions (3.9) and (3.10). Furthermore, for eo in A,

lim \\F(p) - 1-0)1, 0. (7.5)
n-rcn

Proposition 7.1. Let the approximating family ^40O) satisfy Condition G3(A) and
let the form [R(p, A0(p))h admit continuous extension onto closures 0t±(J). Suppose
that the point eo in J and the vector h in 'S are such that

(7 - T+(eo))9h 0 or (7 - TA<")hh 0.

Then the jump of the form [R(p, A0(p )]<$ at this exceptional point and at this exceptional

vector is zero. That is to say,

(R+(eo, A0(co))Mh, h) - [RA<o, A0(eo))Uh, h) 0. (7.6)

Verification of G3(J). It is easy to see from the definition (4.4) that q(p) q(p)
and also this function can be continuously extended to the closures £%±(A). In
particular q(eo) is real for co in J. Next we have to verify that

lim 1FO), - 7-0)^1 0 (7.7)

where

F(p) (L(p) - L(q(Rep)))R(p,L(q(p))).

Similarly as in Section 5, we note that

/l\l/2
F(p)r? - T(p)9 is unitarily equivalent to Ml-1 (F(p) - T(p))M(n112). (7.8)

Setting

Z(p) M (ì) V2(F(p) - TO^MO1'2), (7.9)

we note that this is an integral operator with kernel

Z(p)(£, v) (H) m(q(p)(£) - <7(Re p)(£))R(p, L(q(p)))(£, rj). (7.10)

As seen in Section 6, R(p, L(q(p)))(£, v) converges as p -> co uniformly in eo in J
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and (£, rj) in compact of R x R and so does q(p)(£), uniformly in co in J and £ in
compact of R. Therefore

lim \Z(p)(£, v)\=0,
li-i-o

uniformly in cu in A and £, r, in any compact subset of R x R. Also, since

Z(p)(£, rj) Y(Re p)(£, rj) - Y(p)(£, rj)

it follows from (5.18) that

\Z(p)(£,rj)\ <2\X(p)(£,TJ)\

and therefore calculations similar to those in Section 5 yield

lim ||ZO)||h.s. 0,
u--ta

which imply (7.5).

Proof ofLemma 7.1. Firstly, we note that h e 'S implies

r ^ |«00|2 <Ä, < co (7.11)

and therefore

f" s(rj)\h(rj)\dq=C sW^-qyn-^WKrDldr,
J — 00 J — OO

1/2
< CO

where we have used Schwarz inequality and (5.4).
Therefore, for each fixed £ e R, the family of functions R(p, L(q(p)))(£, r,)h(rj)

admits an integrable majorant, namely s(rj)\h(rj)\. Hence the following limits do exist,

g±(co)(£) Urn R(eo ± ie,L(q(co ± k)))h(£).
e-,+0

At the same time it follows from (6.5) that

"<»**> n$%%y> LklHir,Mr,) *>

+ ^)^H)ft"^)(^)^. (7.12)

Here we have also used that

k\(eo) kl(co) k'(eo)

and that this function is real. This follows from the fact that according to definition
(4.8) at the point a for each p the functions kl(p) and k'(p)' axe real and from the fact
that both kl±(eo) satisfy the same differential equation with real coefficients; viz. (4.10),
co replacing p.

It is worthwhile to note that the above relations are valid whether eo is an exceptional

point or not.
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The hypothesis (7.1)± allows us to apply proposition 7.1 to the exceptional
point eo and the exceptional vector h. This yields

[R+(w,L(q(a>)))te(h,h) - [R.(^L(q(eo)))Uh, h) 0

or equivalently

/: K£)(g+(co)(£) - g_(oj)(!)) d£ 0. (7.13)

According to (7.12)

g+(co)(£) - g.(o>)(£) ^1™)]-19!.^*^
+ k\co)(£) j" [

Next we compute

W(k'(eo), k'(eo))\

1+(v)Kv)d-q. (7.14)lt.„\(i:\ i I ^i^
W(k'(eo), kr(co))

[ fcrO) V'(ns (W(p)k'(p)'(a) - W(p)k\p)'(a)\
[W(k'(co),k'(eo))\Aa) \ |^Q)|2 )_

r__^0)__]+ ^o (W(p)k*(p)(a) - WWÜZXaA
[W(k'(eo), k*(co))\ _W { \W(p)\2

where we have used p eo + ie and W(p) for the Wronskian W(k'(p), kr(p)). Evaluating

1^0) at the point £ a and substituting, we get that

W(co)IW(co)]t'(d) kKco)'(a)(W(k'Aco),k7(eo))j\W(eo)\2) k'(co)'(a)
W(w)/W(co)]t(a) k'(co)(a)(W(k'Aco),k7(co))/\W(co)\2) k'(co)(a) V-lJ)

where we have used the property that /c'O) and kl(eo)' axe real functions. Therefore
the function [kr(eo)jW(co)]t(£) satisfies the same condition at £ a, as does the function

kl(co)(£) and of course, satisfies the same differential equation. Thus there exists a
complex constant 6(co) such that

kr(eo) +(£) 6(co)k'(co)(£). (7.16)
W(eo)

In fact it is clear from (7.15) that

_ W(k\(eo),kV(co))ö(üj)- \W(7Â)\2 ' (7-17)

which is non-zero by virtue of the fact k\(w)(£) and k'-(co)(£) has different asymptotic
properties at £ -> +oo.

Inserting (7.16) in (7.14) and computing the L.H.S. of (7.13), we conclude that

f k\œ)(rj)h(-q)dr, 0. (7.18)
J — 00

Going back to relation (7.14), we obtain

_ fw.g-ww „<„, „. (7,9)
h W(k\o7),k\(co))
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From definition (6.7), estimates (6.8) and (6.10), it is seen that

lim v(p)(£) b - a,
It-, coito

for all £ in a neighbourhood of +oo, i.e. for £ > £0, £0 being a large positive number.
Therefore for r, ^ £ > £0

k'(co)(£)k\(co)(r,)
W(k\eo), k\(co))

< 0(l)t(co)(£)t(co)(V).

Inserting this estimate in (7.19) and utilizing (7.11), we obtain

g+(«»)(£)
sup
S>io

< OO.
t(o»)(£)

Under hypothesis (7.1)+ and definition of g+, it follows that

h T+(co)ç?h (p - g(co))g+(co).

This along with (7.19) yields

°° kHeo)(f)P+(a7)(;A - AAAAAA)
i

(7.20)

(7.21)

(7.22)

g+(™)(£)=f
W(k'(eo), k\(eo)) ip - q("»))(v)g+(™)(v)dv

and using (7.20), we arrive at

g+icoKO
t(œ)(£)

0(1) T \(P- g(«»))(v)\t(«»)2iv)
J M

g+O)0?)
t(eo)(-q)

dr.

where £ > £0.

The function | (p — q(eo))(Tj) \ t(co)2(TJ) is known to be integrable from relations (6.22),
(6.23), (6.24) and therefore, remembering (7.21), we conclude that \g+(eo)(£)jt(co)(£)\
0 for large enough £.

Since t(co)(£) is finite everywhere, we see that

g+i")i£) 0 (7.23)

for large enough £.

From (7.19) it follows that g+O) admits a locally absolutely continuous first
derivative. Hence equation (4.11) together with (7.19) tells us that g+O) satisfies:

g+H"(£) + O - q(")(£))g+(co)(£) h(£).

Insertion of (7.22) in the above equation yields

g+H"i£) + O - p(£))g+(co)(£) 0 (7.24)

(7.23) and (7.24) together lead us to conclude that g+0)(f) 0, which by virtue of
(7.21) implies /7 0. This completes the proof of lemma 7.1 and of Condition Ai(J).

8. The Proof of Condition A2(A)

In this section we verify the Condition A2(J) under Conditions S and B respectively.

Lemma 8.1. Under the simplifying Condition S,

[R(p,L(p))h (R(p,L(q(p)))UI-T(p))p.
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Proof. We have seen in Section 6 that (2.6) and (2.7) imply that for all non-real
complex p in 0t±(J),

T(p) (L(p) - L(q(p)))R(p, L(q(p))) (8.1)

is compact in 08(AA).
Therefore (7 — T(p)) is invertible if it is one-to-one. We also known from [20]

that D(L(p)) D(L(q(p)) for a fixed p in 7%±(J) so that we can write

07 - Up)) (7 - T(p))(pl - L(q(p))) on D(L(P)). (8.2)

Since L(p) is a symmetric operator, 07 — I(p)) is one-to-one and we know from
Theorem 6.1 that 07 - L(q(p))) is onto. This fact combined with (8.2) yields

(7- T(p)yx e @(7AA). (8.3)

In the proof of Lemma 5.1 we have seen that T(p)9 is unitarily equivalent to the
closure of M(l/ri)ll2T(fj7)M(n112) in JA. We have also seen that this operator is compact.
Therefore (7 — T(,7))& is invertible if it is one-to-one in 'S. For this it suffices to show
that (7 - M(ljri)ll2T(p)M(ri-'2)) is one-to-one in 3>A. To that end, we first claim that
the closure of T(p)M(n112) is a bounded operator. This follows by writing its kernel,

(T(p)M(n1'2)(£, v) (p- q(p))(£)R(p, L(q(p)))(£, rj)^'2^) (8.4)

and using relation

\(T(p)M(n1'2))(£,T,)\ ^ 0(1)10» - q(p))(£)\s(£)-A2(v)s(r,).

Then relations (2.6), (2.7) and (5.3) imply that this is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
Next we note that if the closure of the product of a closable operator and a

bounded operator is bounded then it is equal to the product of the closures. Therefore
by virtue of the observation that both operators M(l/ri)ll2T(p)M(n112) and T((7)M(n112)
axe bounded, we conclude that

M (^ ^TfàMin1'2) M tìm
¦ (TQAMfr1'2)). (8.5)

Then,

(i-M (£} ''VOJMO1'2))/ 0 (8.6)

imply, by virtue of (8.5), that

fe D(M(n112)) (8.7)

and

M(«1'2)/=(rO)M(n1'2))/ (8.8)

Applying again the previous considerations about the closure of the product of
operators, we arrive at

(T(j7)M(n112)) T(p)-M(n112).

Inserting this in (8.8) and using (8.3), we conclude that/ 0. And this completes the
proof of Lemma 8.1.
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Corollary. Under the simplifying assumptions (2.6) and (2.7), the operator L(p)
is self-adjoint.

Proof. Since by (8.3), (7 - T(p)) is onto and by Theorem 6.1 07 - L(q(p))) is

onto, the relation (8.2) implies that the operator 07 — L(p)) is onto. Since L(p) is a

symmetric operator, this implies that L(p) is self-adjoint.

For the general situation we need the following extension of Kato's resolvent formula,
the proof of which is given elsewhere [21].

Proposition 8.1. Let the given operator Ax be essentially self-adjoint on the given
set 5 c yy and let the operators A0 and V he such that

Ax A0 + V on 5. (8.9)

Suppose that V and its adjoint V* can be factored as

V (V1I2)(V112), V* (i/1'2)*^*)1'2 (V*)1I2(V112)* on 5. (8.10)

Suppose further that

pep(A0)np(Ax) (8.11)

and that

Vll2R(p, A0) e 3S(JA) (8.12)

R(p, AQ)V112 e @(JA) (8.13)

and that the following operator is compact,

Vll2R(p, A0)V112 e SAX(JA). (8.14)

Then

(7 - F1/27<0, A0) V112) -1 e ®(JA) (8.15)

and

y?0, Ax) R(p, Ao) + R(p, Ao^'V - V^2R(p, A0)V1'2y1V1i2R(p, A0).

(8.16)

We apply this abstract result to the case where Ax L(p), A0 L(p(p)) is the
approximating family and V M(p — p(p)) and to the set 5 D(L(p)) n C(R),
then it is one of the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 that this operator is essentially self-
adjoint on 5. The next three hypotheses are verified if we set

V1'2 M(p - p(p))112, (V*)112 M(p - p(p))112

and choose p e 3%±(A). The verification of the other assumptions constitutes the

Lemma 8.2. Set p(p) q(p) of (4.4). Then for each iie^ (A), the closures of the
following operators are bounded.

M(p - q(p))1,2R(p, L(q(p))) e âS(JA) (8.17)

and

7*0, Uq(p)))M(p - q(p))112 e 38(AA). (8.18)
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Furthermore, the closure of the following operator is compact, that is to say,

M(p - q(p))ll2R(p, L(q(p)))M(p - qfji))1'2 e SAJtf). (8.19)

Proof. The kernel of the closure of the operator in (8.17) is given by

M(p - q(p))ll2R(p, L(q(p)))(£, rj) (p - q(p)y2(£)K(p)(£, rj). (8.20)

According to estimate (6.12),

\k(p)(£, v)\2 0(l)t2(p)(£)t2(p)(r,) exp(-2\v(p)(£) - v(p)(r,)\).

As in Section 6, it is easy to see that
,»00

sup t2(p)(TJ) exp(-2\v(ji7)(£) - v(p)(rj)\) dr, < oo.
J- oo

Similar considerations as in (6.23) gives us the fact that

(p-q(p))t2(p)eLx(R).
Combining these three estimates, we get

j7 \(p - q(j,)y2(£)K(p)(£, rj)\2 d£dr,<œ

implying that the operator in (8.17) is Hilbert-Schmidt, in particular bounded.
Identical considerations lead to the conclusion (8.18).

Setting

B(p) M(p - q(p))ll2R(p, L(q(p)))M(p - q(p)y>2, (8.21)

we observe that B(p) is an integral operator and its kernel is given by

B(p)(£, rj) (p- q(p)y>2(£)K(p)(£, rj)(p - q(p))ll2(rj). (8.22)

It is elementary to observe that since

\ip - qiv-))ll2i0\ < nll2(£),

we have

\B(p)(£,v)\<\X(p)(£,r,)\. (8.23)

and therefore by virtue of (5.12) we conclude that

|7iO)(i,,,)|2#^<a,,/J"

i.e. the operator in (8.19) is Hilbert-Schmidt, in particular compact. This completes
the proof of Lemma 8.1.

It is useful to observe that while the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of B(p) is uniformly
bounded in p for p in 9t±{A), the same is not true of the other two operators in
Lemma 8.1. In fact, a closer examination of estimates in Section 6 tells us that the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm of M(p - q(p))ll2R(p,L(q(p))) behaves like |Imju.|-1'2 as
Im p ->¦ 0.

Now that we have verified all the hypothesis of the proposition 8.1, Condition
A2(A) follows from the conclusion of the proposition as in [21].
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9. The Proof of Theorem 2.1

In this section, we collect all the results and return to the proof of Theorem 2.1
and 2.2. Suppose the potentialp px + p2, where/?! is short-range andp2 is a Stark-
like potential, satisfying either Condition B or simplifying assumptions of Section 2.

Then with reference to every compact sub-interval J of R, we have constructed a
family of operators L(q(p)) approximating L(p) in Sections 4, 5 and 6, where pe0t± (A).
In Sections 7 and 8, we have verified additional Conditions AX(J) and A2(A) for this
approximating family L(q(p)). Therefore, by virtue of Theorem 3.1, we can conclude
that for every compact subinterval J of R, L(p)(J), the part ofL(p) over A, is absolutely
continuous. This together with the countable additivity of the spectral projections [10]
implies that

Up) £(y)a.c.
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